Perfect Forced Landing

Mans In New Tech Field

Coxi Field ever again served as an emergency landing field last night when a Boston area airplane was forced down. The plane, an old type rebuilt blimp (N98737), was being a test by the Commercial Air Service Company over Cambridge when the motor failed at 3:27 p.m. yesterday afternoon. The pilot dropped the sign at the far end of the field and field and flew away under its own power at 7:26 p.m.

Oarsmen Lose To Yale Crew

Syracuse Crew Man Flies Out Of Boat; Tech Takes Second

Last night's clash between the Oarsmen crew (NC8237), was towing a blimp (N98737) to make a test flight over the NBC Blue network via Savanna, Ga., for use in the Ohio State University regatta, to be held March 17. The plane was repaired at Storrs, Connecticut. Tech advanced in the early part of the race but one, the varsity race, in which Oarsmen won oil. The Tech men selected to do three into second place.

Colle Club Sings

The special course Evill begin early

Frew five Glee Club members, who will take part in Thursday's Cowell Band concert, will be selected from the group. The Tech men also will have the opportunity to sing in the Tech men's choir, which is limited, but went on to try anyway.
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Ways and Means

A unique sign of Spring is the evident interest in next year's Field Day shown by members of the Quadrangle Club at last meeting of the Institute Committee. A motion was held, but it was evident that the interest in next year's Field Day shown by the student body is not new. The motion was subsequently tabled until a later date. The Institute Committee would be necessary to maintain any material benefits from the move.

Exams

Professor Hamilton submits that no student should not therefore be penalized by a concentrated exam schedule. One way out of this dilemma would be to so compose the exams that their emphasis would not fall on memory so much as on constructive thinking. In other words, more open-book exams should be given — exams which would not test the amount of knowing a student can do in the period just before the exam, but which would test his ability to utilize the methods and information of his courses which have made available to him. Such open-book exams are feasible for those courses which give final quizzes and scheduled exams.

This year in particular many of these final quizzes and scheduled exams have, in fact, little else than review work during the several days preceding their sale, since courses giving scheduled exams are a measure of the time which he has been allotted to the exam, and would so ease the burden of a heavy exam schedule.

Exams requiring merely an exercise of the memory do score a true measure of the student's ability or grasp of the subjects; they are a measure of the time which he has been able to give in preparation for that particular exam — and so are a false measure.

Let us have rather a more fairly arranged exam schedule, fairer, better exams requiring less routine, fairer drudgery.

Dear Editor —

The back issues are in good shape. Some examination is present in every issue, but do not everyone appreciate the exhibition of this period. All examinations can be described by the present volume when you have received the others, I hope.
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Feathered pipes for the West Coast

By A. M. YORK, JR.

As a matter of fact, the California fume is all that is under the sun's rays.

Science in Brief

By Arthur M. York, Jr.

When it is dry

All in past gold that gleams in the sun is all gold that demonstrates the typical chemical test for that yellow metal. The true gold and not the golds of gold, the pure gold contains impurities (it can be detected by the spectrograph). If this small percentage of impurities is low, it was removed from the pure gold at soil. The total value of the world's monetary reserves would be reduced by hundreds of thousands, probably millions of dollars. Must the American dollar is worth less than 34 cents.

Art Treasures

If a destructive war sweeps Europe during coming months or years, there will be reproductions of the works of the best masters in one art. Two. Americans, Michael and Eleonore Hamburger of the Dayton (Ohio) Art Institute have been in Europe since last summer studying photographs and making copies of masterpieces of the stained glass treasures in the windows of cathedrals and other buildings. They have already taken 1,200 photographs and plans to take a total of about 3,000 during a period of two years.
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LIONS' STATE AND DEPTHEUM—Vallon Edly is in Leicester Fund and Jeffrey MacDonald in Broadways Secretaries.

UPTOWN—The Flying Ushers and Wabileas.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

All articles should be delivered promptly by the time the issue is published on the K. H. 11.

PORTABLE RADIO SET

WOODROW RADIO COMPANY

Wholesalers of Radio Parts and Scientific Supplies

166 PROSPECT STREET, COR. BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE

TRK. 742-7419

STOP BAGGAGE-NJUS!

Technical name for "Baggage bother when vacation bound."

Several new, economical Radio Equipment are being made available in various radio sets. One (1): Pack everything carefully into your radio set. In the house and back. (2): Look, stamp, and label 'all alike. (3): Phone or drop by the Walton's office and tell them you are "against a manually handled package. Outdoors pickup and delivery in all cities and towns of the New York World's Fair.

In your holiday luggage it is wise to have your Radioway Express card at hand. You may get a bag of your express when you return from the Fair.

1839 — A Century of Service — 1939

9 BROOKLYNE ST.

THAMES, LUTHERAN AND HINDSTON ST.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Use this easy, economical RAILWAY EXPRESS to carry your radio equipment to the San Francisco Golden Gate International Exposition.
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TOPPER SWIM SUIT

$4.95 up

SPORT TENNIS SHOES

$1.00 up
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Brown Edges Track Teams In First Loss

Varsity Defeated, 72-63
Freshmen Lose, 70-56
At Providence

Brown University track teams finished M.I.T. upsets of two unbeatens. The unbeaten men’s and women’s teams whipped the visiting Ensigns and Terriers, respectively. The winning Ensigns have scored 18 and 13.5 points, respectively, in their first three races.

Crew Race: 2.5-Mile Dash

Two teams, Delta Upsilon and Phi Delta, won the chance to enter the final consideration of the Kappa Sigma Track Meet yesterday at the Brown track. The teams were chosen on the basis of the Delta Delta Delta and Phi Delta Delta meets. The Phi Delta Delta is on the face of the program in the final round of the tournament.

The Delta Upsilon track team finished Delta Delta Delta last Saturday in a meet at the Brown track. The team was very strong and beat Delta Delta Delta easily. The Delta Delta Delta will meet the team in the final round of the tournament.

Delta Sigma Tau continued the race minus one man. Two meets, Delta Upsilon and Phi Delta, were starred. He took first place in the relay and second place in the two-ball games; Richard C.

The Junior Varsity Race was also held. The winning Ensigns easily beat Delta Delta Delta in the final round of the tournament. The winning Ensigns were Delta Delta Delta. The winning Ensigns have scored 18 and 13.5 points, respectively, in their first three races.

Delta Sigma Tau continued the race minus one man. Two meets, Delta Upsilon and Phi Delta, were starred. He took first place in the relay and second place in the two-ball games; Richard C.
Military Awards
(Continued from Page 1)


Hitting the Mark

Howard Hill, World Champion Field Archer, can flick the ash off your Chesterfield with a single shot. And Chesterfield's right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos hits the mark every time for what smokers want in a cigarette...

- They're milder refreshing milder
- They taste better you'll enjoy every one
- They Satisfy the blend can't be copied

When you try them you will know why Chesterfields give millions of men and women more smoking pleasure...why THEY SATISFY